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Abstract: Compliance management, risk analysis, and auditing are disciplines that are
critical for large scale distributed enterprise systems. The way these complex systems
are developed and deployed makes the management and enforcement of enterprise
goals or policies a hard task. This is also true for compliance management of business
processes (BPs). Such an observation is emphasized if we give compliance management the scope of the whole enterprise model. In this paper we explain our approach to
modeling compliance measures based on policies and present a framework for managing and enforcing compliance policies on enterprise models and BPs. We discuss our
ideas in the context of a semantically-enabled environment and discuss why leveraging
compliance checking to a semantic level enhances compliance management.

1

Introduction

In past years, an intense public discussion took place dealing with financial scandals happening at major companies and corporations like Enron, WorldCom, Roche, Siemens,
and Volkswagen. Based on those events, the importance of compliance management as a
critical responsibility at the highest management levels to prevent such scandals has drastically increased. For instance, in 2002 the US government created the “Public Company
Accounting Reform and Investor Protection Act“ [otUS02], also known as the SarbanesOxley Act, to define mandatory policies for public companies and public accounting companies. Complying with regulations of all sorts is usually needed for purposes ranging
from ensuring that specific norms are met (e.g. quality standards such as ISO9000:2005
[fS05]) to proving correct implementation of internal controls imposed by active legislations (e.g. SOX Sec.404 [otUS02]) [KSMP08].
Examples of regulations are the HIPAA1 (Health sector), FDA regulations2 (food/drug
sector), BASEL-II3 (Banking sector), ISO27002:20084 (IT security) and KonTraG5 (cor1 Health

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act: http://www.hipaa.org/.
Food and Drug Administration: http://www.fda.gov/opacom/laws/.
3 Basel II Revised International Capital Framework.
4 The ISO 27002:2005 IT security standard: http://www.iso.org.
5 German law for Control and Transparency in the private sector.
2 US
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porate governance). A given company is likely to be under jurisdiction of several regulations concurrently [KMS07].
The following sections of this paper give a short definition of compliance management
and then discuss the problems related in order to grasp the challenges ahead. Section 3
discusses the idea of model-driven compliance checking using policies is and makes a
realization proposal. Section 4 introduces a framework for integrated policy-based compliance checking as well as the accompanying ontological framework. Finally, related and
future work are outlined before we conclude our contribution.

2

Compliance Management: a definition

Compliance management is a broad term covering all activities and methods to ensure
that a company follows all policies required by an external or internal regulation. These
regulations are usually described in a natural language document (e.g. as is the case for
laws), which can be hardly understood by non-experts of the field the regulation acts on.
In the prominent example of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, if a company follows all guidance
defined in such a regulation document, the company is said to be in compliance with the
given regulation. Otherwise, the company is said to be violating this regulation.
2.1

Regulatory Compliance

These regulations can be structured and documented in compliance frameworks and complying with the framework is thus regarded as equivalent to complying with the regulation.
If no such frameworks exist, then companies have neither guidance nor support for implementing regulations, apart from that of auditors. The examination performed to validate
whether a company actually implements a given compliance framework is called audit and
the person or organization doing such an audit is called auditor.
Besides legal requirements, in order to use a certain compliance framework, companies
often decide to do this for reasons ranging from certification, risk assessment, to the implementation of quality standard implementation, etc. The latter are strategic reasons and
do not result from legal pressure exercized by governmental bodies. As an example, practically all companies that reach a certain size decide to endorse quality standards like ISO
9000:2000 [fS05] to publicly demonstrate the company’s quality commitment and customer focus.
2.2

Compliance Audits

In order to be successfully audited, a company must in advance ensure that it follows all
guidelines defined by the compliance framework. A possible approach for this is to check
the degree to which these guidelines are fulfilled by the company’s enterprise model. Theoretically, this would have to be done by identifying all relevant aspects of the company’s
activities on which parts of the compliance Framework apply, and checking this compliance. This task is one of experts who need to either have deep knowledge of the activities,
processes, architectures and other enterprise model artifacts of the company (e.g. internal
compliance controls), or who are provided tight cooperation with enterprise insiders who
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dispose of the necessary knowledge about the activities of the company.
Today, compliance audits are manual and error-prone tasks requiring significant effort. To
make the auditing of enterprise models an easier and more efficient task, automation and
full-coverage are key goals. Moreover, in order to increase quality (in terms of accuracy
and credibility of checking reports) and reduce the cost (in terms of human capacities and
time) of compliance checking, the idea of using semantic technologies has been proposed
[EKSMP08].
Semantic compliance checking relies on a semantically defined compliance framework
and uses semantic technologies such as inference engines to evaluate the compliance of a
given semantic enterprise model. Our research focuses on the use of these technologies for
designing a policy-based framework for regulatory enterprise compliance management.

3

Enterprise Regulatory Compliance: The Problem

Compliance frameworks consist of a set of guidance elements and measures that have to
be taken in order to follow the latter. These compliance measures are often represented as
guidelines, policies or controls, depending on the level of abstraction from the concrete implementation of compliance measures (See figure 1). For instance, the authors of [F.Y07]
use the example of an ISO 17799:2002 (IT security standard) access control requirement
being further refined into a set of policies. The adherence of a company to these policies
has to be evaluated by humans.

Figure 1: High-Level Compliance Model

3.1

Example: Segregation of Duty (SoD)

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act defines the rule that a financial auditor of a company is not
allowed to also be involved in the bookkeeping or accounting of the audited company
([otUS02], Sec. 201 (g) (1)). Such a rule is part of a more complex set of rules specifying
which concrete roles/responsibilities can be concurrently carried out by an individual. This
set of rule is regrouped under the term SSegregation of Duty (SoD)ppolicy. In concrete
cases, SoD policies are two-dimensional matrixes of available roles where SoD violations
can be visualized in the cells where two roles cross each other. This is shown in the following simple example in figure 2 by specifying which tasks can be concurrently realized
by the same individual.
In this example, the auditor must examine who did the bookkeeping and the financial audit
and that both roles are not shared by one person or organization. Given the fact that a
compliance framework usually consists of many policies, it is a significant effort for an
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Figure 2: Segregation of Duty (SOD) policy example

auditor to check all of them and for all concerned employees. Therefore, an auditor picks
(based on experience or randomly) a set of business artifacts upon which policies have to
be checked. This helps to reduce the auditing effort, but this strategy cannot be applied by
a company to ensure compliance before the actual audit takes place, neither does it guarantee the benefits of being a highly compliant company with target regulations (i.e. this is
particularly relevant in case of quality standards audit).
The consequences of a failed audit can be significant. For example, if a public company
finds itself forced to delay its annual balance because of a failed financial audit, it might
loose significant market capitalization (e.g. falling stock price resulting from loss of confidence in the market). Consequently, complying with all policies defined by a specific
compliance framework becomes a precondition for realistic preparation to an audit. One
of the challenges identified here is: how to structure compliance and how to model it?
3.2

Enterprise Compliance Management and Enterprise Models

Compliance is all about control, and it is hard to control what is not thoroughly known.
Companies create enterprise models to represent their structure and dynamics. Various
guidelines to structure such a model exist like the Zachman [JAZ92], the TOGAF [Gro]
or ARIS [Sch00] frameworks. An enterprise model is used to document the as-is reality of a company as well as a planning tool for to-be scenarios. Another dimension in
enterprise models is capture full semantics of the latter and thus allowing for machine processability of the information available about these models. There are various research efforts made to formalize the underlying meta-models of enterprise models using Ontologies
[HLD+ 05, UKMZ98]. Enterprise models span the whole vertical structure of a company
and contain among others BP models and internal governance policies.
On the other hand, regulations, which guide the development of compliance frameworks,
are usually available as text documents, often requiring juristic skills to interpret them
correctly. Not surprisingly, checking a given enterprise model for compliance is therefore
a manual task carried out by certified domain experts. Furthermore, efficient compliance
management requires good knowledge of the enterprise model of a company by the auditors, and a good knowledge of the compliance framework by the management. This
makes close collaboration of auditors with management boards a necessity. The challenge
of automated compliance checking can be seen as extending an enterprise model to include aspects defined by the compliance framework and enabling the needed automation
in checking an enterprise model against the policies defined in a compliance framework.
We argue that measures defined in order to ensure regulatory compliance can be repre-
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sented using policies (See figure 1). Thus, enforcing these policies guarantees a state of
compliance. Putting policies to use for this purpose allows profiting from policy management formalisms and frameworks. We also argue that making use of semantic technologies
for representing compliance policies is necessary to deal with semantically lifted process
models. It also helps making compliance checking more precise by allowing to model compliance policies at higher abstraction levels in order to cope with the ambiguity inherent
to regulations.

4

Semantic Policy-Based Compliance Checking

4.1

Formal, Declarative, Semantic & Domain-Dependent Policies

Policies have to be structured and expressed using formal means making their automatic
processing possible. The authors of [LGRM+ 08] see modeling compliance constraints
in declarative fashion, while respecting a trade-off between expressiveness of the formal
language used and the cost of inference and analysis. Declarative languages are supported as the preferred approach to modeling compliance as a number of works show
[LGRM+ 08, IWH, ZM06, GG06]. This has the advantage of separating between compliance models and targeted enterprise models. In comparison to approaches such as the one
presented in [DF06], it also has the advantage of better scaling with regulation change and
complexity of the targeted enterprise models.
Policies can also be expressed using formalisms such as rules. Rules are one classical
and very intuitive way of expressing/implementing policies. In [OMG], the SBVR6 standard is defined for expressing rules and vocabularies on a business level. While providing
a natural-language-like syntax that is very easy to use for business users, an underlying
formalization of used rule constructs is provided. However, rule interpretation and execution is not enabled because of a missing mapping to an executable rules language. The
PRR7 [OMG07] standard could fill this gap as it is designed to transport production rule
logic and a mapping to SBVR would create the link for rules from the business level to a
rule engine (execution) level.
Enterprise models describe architectures, processes and architectures at different degrees
of detail and under various perspectives. They usually deal with high heterogeneity on
both business and technical levels[JAZ92, Sch00] (strategic, tactical, business, operational
and technical levels as distinguished in [vl01]. Ontologies allow Achieving interoperability between multiple representations of reality[...]and between such representations and
reality, namely human users and their perception of reality. [Hep07]. As compliance is a
vertical concern, a compliance framework needs to handle the different perspectives on the
various layers. These layers and perspectives can be integrated on a semantic level giving
meaning to the relationships between them. The work realized in the SUPER8 Research
project seek to build a stack of ontologies for BPM doing just this. In [Jab96, Cur92],
the functional, behavioral, organizational, and informational perspectives are considered
for the BP ontology. In [IM07], a formal model is proposed for describing BPs taking
the previous four dimensions into account. A compliance framework should then support
6 Semantics

of Business Vocabulary and Rules
Rule representation
8 Semantics Used for Process management within and between EnteRprises. www.ip-super.org.
7 Production
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handling this integrated these ontologies and support automated checking/enforcement of
policies on instances of these ontologies.
4.2

An Approach to Compliance Management

Figure 3: An approach for compliance formalization using policies

Our proposal for handling the aspects we just cited is semantic compliance checking
(SCC). SCC extends enterprise models semantically to integrate semantically described
policies with semantic enterprise models. The initial Input are, as is the case for auditors,
the actual regulations, laws or norms that define the policies to be compliant with. These
can be structured and represented using dedicated domain policy ontologies (e.g. IT security, food regulation etc.). These policies are then made available in a policy repository
for integration into enterprise models. A compliance engine specifically implemented on
the basis of an inference engine for the policy ontology language embodies the necessary
compliance checking algorithms. This approach is shown in figure 3. Existing works
follow a aimilar idea, as in [SN07, NS07b], although concentrating on risk management
approaches to compliance checking. Other works already started formalizing regulations
such as the Sarbanes-Oxley-Act [KMS07] and BASEL II [RF06]. Due to the organization
or regulations in separate domains of enactability, it is possible to separate policy ontologies per domain, making an additional level or super-policies ontolgy necessary in order to
link domain policy ontologies together. This allows e.g. combining policies and enacting
them concurrently on the same enterprise model.

5
5.1

An Architecture for Compliance Management
Enterprise Models: A Layered View

An enterprise’s structure can be seen as the set of layers distinguished in 4. On the top
layers are business goals which are fulfilled by defining corporate strategies. These strategies are supported by policies and governance guidelines. Policies constrain and control
business artifacts: BPs, business rules, business data (vocabularies), etc. On an inferior
layer are operational artifacts such as operational rules and executable processes. The
lowest layer in this view contains the applications, components, systems and deployment
environments that host the concrete carriage of IT activities.
This view of the enterprise can be mapped to a paradigm that we call Decision-ActionInformation (DAI) as shown in 4. In this paradigm, the enterprise is seen as composed of
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Figure 4: A layered view on the enterprise for compliance

three basic classes of artifacts. The decision class contains all artifacts supporting decision
management such as business rules. The action class contains logical and operational
artifacts that actually carry out business activities. Finally, the Information class contains
all data artifacts such as execution logs or database tables, on the basis of which decision
are partly taken and which are needed by action class artifacts in order to realize their
functionality. Our work hypothesis is that compliance is defined for action artifacts and
needs to be modelled as decision class artifacts.
5.2

A Framework for Compliance Management

In the following, we focus on designing a framework for compliance management shown
in figure 5. This framework does not yet define a detailed technical architecture, it rather
defines requirements. We have distinguished five axes on which efforts will concentrate:
(i) architecture, (ii) compliance management process, (iii) ontologies, (iv) compliance
checking algorithms, and (v) policy management lifecycle. The following points have
been retained:

Figure 5: An Architecture for a compliance checking framework

• regulations need to be formalized in order to be machine-processable. We have to
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provide mechanisms to structure and then formalize regulations as semantic policies.
• semantic policies have to be modelled into BPs. In the case of semantic business
process management (SBPM), this means extending the ontology for modeling BPs
with an ontology for modeling policies.
• Rules are an intuitive way of implementing policies. Policies have to be transformed
into sets of semantic business rules. It implies defining a business rules ontology and
selecting an ontology language supporting expressing rules. No assumptions about
the expressiveness and the kind of logic supported by this rule ontology language
have been made yet. These business rules can then be integrated into process modeling frameworks and interpreted by an adapted inference engine.
• BPs are represented in languages adapted to BP execution. On this level, it is necessary to further transform business rules into operative rules that can be integrated
into semantic executable BP models.
• A compliance checking engine has to be implemented by building on an inference
engine. This compliance checking engine implements generic compliance checking
algorithms.
• Monitoring components are needed to control the consistency of policies, but also
to monitor the checking and enforcement operations on BPs.
Three main layers have been identified and need to be regarded separately. The policy
layer is the management layer where policies are expressed, and functionalities such as
conflict resolution, speech acts, delegation, policy priorities, meta-policies and the definition of jurisdictions are available. Policy consistency checks also take place on this layer.
The second layer contains design-time artifacts such as BP models and business rules. Just
as BP models need to be transformed into executable process models that can be run on
several execution engines, business rules need to be transformed into operative rules which
can be run on the same layer as BP execution engines. The prefix ßemanticmmeans that
policies, BP models, executable BP models, business rules and operational rules are all
defined using dedicated ontologies.
Additionally to these layers, there are two vertical components: the monitoring components and the inference engine. Monitoring is needed both for the operations taken on
policy models and for monitoring design-time and run-time decisions taken by policies
which closes the lifecycle for one compliance management iteration.. This requirement
has also been identified in [KD06]. The inference engine operates on both business rules
and operational rules (which implement the decision-making logic behind policies) in order to check for regulation policy violation. The policy layer disposes of its own engine
for inferring on policy management aspects such as inconsistency or conflict detection.
This framework requires the definition of a set of transformations. Figure 6 shows how
policy layers map to semantic layers. The semantic policy layer contains ontologies for
definition and management of policies as well as domain policy layers. A first transformation is needed in order to generate business rule models out of the policy definitions. A
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Figure 6: Policy layers and transformations in the framework

second transformation is needed in order to generate operational rule models out of business rules models. Our goal is to define languages (in the form of ontologies) for each of
these layers and to complete these with generic transformations between the ontologies.
We are currently concentrating on the definition of an ontology for policies and rules. Future work will include the definition of mappings to the SBVR [OMG] and PRR [OMG07]
standards.

Figure 7: Managing policies

A lifecycle needs to be defined for the management of semantic policies. Figure 7 makes
use of the components identified in the architecture for this lifecycle. After being defined (as a policy ontology instance), a policy must be verified for formal consistency and
conflicts with other ontologies. The next steps will then be to generate design-level and
execution-level models of these policies and to enforce them on BPs. Furthermore, analyzing the execution of policies and the decisions takes by the latter completes the lifecycle
and provides insights into how tight do the designed policies match the initial regulations.
The analysis phase outputs also serve as audit artifacts that can show that the right policies
have been defined and that these are working correctly.

6

An Ontology for Policies and Rules

The business policy and Rule ontology (BPRO) we introduce has been modelled to fulfill
the requirements we already identified. In the following, we will shortly introduce its main
concepts and relationships. Because of space restrictions, the ontology components won’t
be introduced in detail (i.e. information to cardinalities and examples are not included).
Figure 8 shows the core policy ontology. The central concept is the policy concept. A
policy is a meta-policy if it is enacted on other policies. A policy belongs to a strategy and
is part of the implementation of one or many regulations. A policy fulfills a business goal.
A constraint is one kind of policy, next to Decision, functional and core policies. A constraint policy decides on how to constrain a resource in showing some behavior. It delivers
one or many of several discrete allowed business artifact behaviors/states and does not
provide a binary yes/no answer as a decision policy does. A core policy is a policy which
takes no decision that has to be enforced on business artifacts, it can only be invoked by
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Figure 8: Policy Ontology

other policies and delivers intermediary decisions. A functional policy applies for business
functions that are able to execute differently depending on the parameters given to them.
A functional policy decides on which concrete action these business function as can take
by setting these parameters.
A policy has a subject, which is the entity(ies) on which it can apply. This subject can
be a process model for example or any business artifact part of the enterprise model (e.g.
role, resource, business function etc.). A process is composed of process fragments and
the latter are composed of process constructs such as activities. The concepts related to
BP modeling have to be mapped to the used BPM ontologies.
A policy has a jurisdiction and a scope. A jurisdiction is the domain in which a policy
has the right to take decisions. Outside its jurisdiction, a policy cannot take any decisions,
cannot be solicited, and cannot communicate with other policies about subjects not belonging to its jurisdiction. A Jurisdiction is a set of subjects. These sets of subjects can be
defined in a declarative way, such as using assertions on properties of subjects: all roles
of type==[ engineer | manager ] where role.budget>= 1000 units. We do not take into
account jurisdiction management (which would require a dedicated algebra) in order to
define these inter-policy relations unambiguously. Scopes are different from a jurisdiction
in that scopes are always strictly included in jurisdictions and define the set of subjects
inside a given jurisdiction upon which a policy can take a decision. Scopes introduce additional flexibility in managing policies, by allowing to mmoveä policy’s scope inside a
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Figure 9: Rule Ontology

given jurisdiction.
A rule belongs to one or many policies. That means rules can be composed in order to
implement a certain policy. A rule is also attached to a business goal and has a scope. A
rule has input and output data it processes and an input and output event. Input events can
trigger the execution of a rule and output events are generated by a rule to trigger other
rules or actions. A rule has configuration data which makes a rule able to execute different
logic depending on its configuration. A rule makes a decision.
A rule contains rule logic which is expressed in a certain formalism. Formalisms are many
and in the figure above, the Event-Condition-Action (ECA) formalism has been used as an
example. An ECA rule has a condition and an action which can be a complex expression
of actions. It is also triggered by one of the input events of the rule. The action taken by
the ECA rule is done on a subject.

7

Related Work

There has been ongoing work on semantic compliance management, as shown in [NS07a],
where an approach for semantic compliance management for BPM is presented. However,
the approach used concentrates on implementing internal controls. Such an approach is
adapted to compliance management but is restrictive because it relies on the necessary definition of risks. Another approach is presented in [SN07] where the authors introduce the
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modeling of internal control objectives in BPs as a mean to integrate compliance requirements in BP design. The authors also relate their work to risk analysis and internal control
modeling. Policies are meant to be generic and do not depend on a previous definition of
risks in processes.
In our approach, policies are meant to be directly extracted from regulations, either in automated fahion, by relying on natural language processing techniques, or semi-automated
fashion, by generating policy templates out of regulatory documents for the policy expert
to complete. This introduces a layer between the modeling of regulatory compliance requirements and actual regulatory compliance enforcement. Such a layer would allow for
example to exchange policies or discover policy conflicts between BPs existing in different departments or organizations. Moreover, policies can themselves be used to implement
internal controls. Policies also allow for profiting from inference mechanisms in order to
take decisions through the use of specifically designed policy inference engines such as in
[Kag04].
In [Hua05], a framework is introduced for semantic security management in BPs. However, the presented approach focuses only on security concerns and does not seek to define
its own ontologies. It relies on previous work ([Kag04, ea04]). In [KMS07] and [Kar],
another approach for BP compliance management is presented. It defines an extension
for a BP meta-model for regulatory compliance. However, the approach does not incorporate ontologies and thus, does not profit from the power of semantic technologies. In
[GV06] and [GG06], deontic (obligations and permissions) constraints expressible for BPs
are modelled using temporal deontic assignments. The latter can also be used in BP design
and in expressing BP contracts.

8

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have thoroughly introduced the business problem of compliance checking and motivated the need for a comprehensive compliance management framework. We
proposed and justified the use of policies for this purpose, which decision is also supported
by existing works. Enterprise models are defined semantically and enriched with compliance measures modelled as elements of a policy ontology. This requires an integration of
enterprise models and compliance management models. Specifically implemented inference engines can be used to reason over the resulting models and decide on or enforce
compliance. An architecture has been presented in order to illustrate our approach. The
different layers, components and interactions between these components as well as necessary model transformations were introduced. The first steps towards implementing this
framework have been taken and an ontology proposed. While we go further in realizing
a reference implementation of the proposed architecture, new requirements will appear
and can push us to slightly modify the architecture. As a next step, we will design tools
to allow editing and building compliance policy ontologies. We also will define and implement the necessary ontology transformations discussed above. As a proof-of-concept,
we will seek to define realistic use cases for a specific domain (e.g. quality management)
and shocase the use of the compliance framework. Ultimately, the goal of this work is
to showcase how using semantics, policy management and rule management can make
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compliance checking automatable9 .
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